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TEATRO DEL SILENZIO LAJATICO
July 19, 2024 - 8:30 PM
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NOW IT’S OFFICIAL 

NATURE AND BEAUTY

On July 19, 2024, the long-awaited event, the concert 
that takes place at countryside in Lajatico, the birth-
place of the great singer Bocelli

Nature and the unique beauty of this place will be stag-
ing the most beloved tenor in the world, Enchanting ev-
eryone who wants to live a unique experience under the 
Tuscan starry sky.

The 19th edition of Teatro del Silenzio will surprise all 
lyric music’s lovers, It will be an unforgettable night, 
with Andrea Bocelli and his world renowned guest 
stars.
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Package includes:
◊ 3-night stay in deluxe room with breakfast
◊ Tickets to the concert, Executive sector 
◊ Mercedes E-Class Luxury car with driver available  

to attend the Bocelli Show
◊ Roundtrip transfers to Florence airport

Price does not include:
◊ City Tax
◊ Everything which is not mentioned above

Package  1 

Hotel Firenze Number Nine 5*
executive sector

Day 1 | 18 JULY  
Arrival in Florence, meet your driver and transfer to the hotel. 
Check in at the hotel Firenze Number Nine  and accommoda-
tion. In the afternoon, we suggest a city tour of Florence. Our 
walking tour of the city center will lead you through the most 
fascinating places, such as Piazza della Signoria, a true open-
air art gallery, where you will have the chance to see a copy 
of Michelangelo's statue of David, The original sculpture was 
moved indoors in 1873, inside the Accademia Gallery. You will 
admire Palazzo Vecchio, one of the most important medieval 
public buildings in Italy. You may book your tour to the Uffizi 
Gallery with us and visit  the oldest art museum in modern Eu-
rope. Return to the hotel and overnight stay.

Day 2 | 19 JULY 
For those who want to explore this beautiful region and be 
enchanted by the medieval atmosphere, we suggest a visit to 
the small town of Volterra, of Etruscan origin, built on a hill be-
tween the valleys of Cecina and dell'Era. Known for centuries 

for his work of alabaster, whose artifacts are now one of the 
most important products of Italian handicrafts.  In  the after-
noon, meet your driver and enjoy Andrea Bocelli concert at 
Teatro del Silenzio. Return to the hotel and accommodation.

Day 3 | 20 JULY 
On this day we suggest a full day tour to Siena and Monterig-
gioni. You will pass through the Chianti Classic wine region, 
visit a winery and have lunch in a typical Tuscan osteria. Af-
terwards, you will visit Siena, wornderful medieval city, with 
its art treasures that have been among the UNESCO heritage 
sites. This is where the famous Palio de Siena takes place ev-
ery year. The day will end with a visit to the wonderful fortress 
of Monteriggioni, a small medieval village. Return to the hotel 
and overnight stay.

Day 4  | 21 JULY 
Breakfast, transfer to Florence  airport and end of our services.

€ 5.921 per person in single room

€ 3.627 per person in double room
€ 3.082 per person in triple room

Itinerary
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Package includes:
◊ 3-night stay in superior room with breakfast
◊ Tickets to the concert, Executive sector 
◊ Mercedes E-Class Luxury car with driver available to 

attend the Bocelli Show
◊ Roundtrip Transfers to Florence airport

Price does not include:
◊ City Tax
◊ Everything which is not mentioned above

Day 1 | 18 JULY  
Arrival in Florence meet your driver and transfer to the hotel. 
Check in at the hotel Cellai  and accommodation. In the after-
noon, we suggest a city tour of Florence. Our walking tour of 
the city center will lead you through the most fascinating plac-
es, such as Piazza della Signoria, a true open-air art gallery, 
where you will have the chance to see a copy of Michelangelo's 
statue of David, The original sculpture was moved indoors in 
1873, inside the Accademia Gallery. You will admire Palazzo 
Vecchio, one of the most important medieval public buildings 
in Italy. You may book your tour to the Uffizi Gallery with us and 
visit  the oldest art museum in modern Europe. Return to the 
hotel and overnight stay.

Day 2 | 19 JULY 
For those who want to explore this beautiful region and be 
enchanted by the medieval atmosphere, we suggest a visit to 
the small town of Volterra, of Etruscan origin, built on a hill be-
tween the valleys of Cecina and dell'Era. Known for centuries 

for his work of alabaster, whose artifacts are now one of the 
most important products of Italian handicrafts. In the  after-
noon, meet your driver and enjoy Andrea Bocelli concert at 
Teatro del Silenzio. Return to the hotel and accommodation.

Day 3 | 20 JULY 
On this day we suggest a full day tour to Siena and Monterig-
gioni. You will pass through the Chianti Classic wine region, 
visit a winery and have lunch in a typical Tuscan osteria. Af-
terwards, you will visit Siena, wornderful medieval city, with 
its art treasures that have been among the UNESCO heritage 
sites. This is where the famous Palio de Siena takes place ev-
ery year. The day will end with a visit to the wonderful fortress 
of Monteriggioni, a small medieval village. Return to the hotel 
and overnight stay.

Day 4  | 21 JULY 
Breakfast, transfer to Florence  airport and end of our services.

€ 3,971 per person in single room

€ 2.651 per person in double room
€ 2.335 per person in triple room

Package  2

Hotel Cellai 4*
executive sector

Itinerary
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Package includes:
◊ 3-night stay in superior room with breakfast
◊ Tickets to the concert, Poltroncina sector 
◊ Mercedes E-Class Luxury car with driver available to 

attend the Bocelli Show
◊ Roundtrip Transfers to Florence airport

Price does not include:
◊ City Tax
◊ Everything which is not mentioned above

Day 1 | 18 JULY  
Arrival in Florence meet your driver and transfer to the hotel. 
Check in at the hotel Cellai  and accommodation. In the after-
noon, we suggest a city tour of Florence. Our walking tour of 
the city center will lead you through the most fascinating plac-
es, such as Piazza della Signoria, a true open-air art gallery, 
where you will have the chance to see a copy of Michelangelo's 
statue of David, The original sculpture was moved indoors in 
1873, inside the Accademia Gallery. You will admire Palazzo 
Vecchio, one of the most important medieval public buildings 
in Italy. You may book your tour to the Uffizi Gallery with us and 
visit  the oldest art museum in modern Europe. Return to the 
hotel and overnight stay.

Day 2 | 19 JULY 
For those who want to explore this beautiful region and be 
enchanted by the medieval atmosphere, we suggest a visit to 
the small town of Volterra, of Etruscan origin, built on a hill be-
tween the valleys of Cecina and dell'Era. Known for centuries 

for his work of alabaster, whose artifacts are now one of the 
most important products of Italian handicrafts. In the  after-
noon, meet your driver and enjoy Andrea Bocelli concert at 
Teatro del Silenzio. Return to the hotel and accommodation.

Day 3 | 20 JULY 
On this day we suggest a full day tour to Siena and Monterig-
gioni. You will pass through the Chianti Classic wine region, 
visit a winery and have lunch in a typical Tuscan osteria. Af-
terwards, you will visit Siena, wornderful medieval city, with 
its art treasures that have been among the UNESCO heritage 
sites. This is where the famous Palio de Siena takes place ev-
ery year. The day will end with a visit to the wonderful fortress 
of Monteriggioni, a small medieval village. Return to the hotel 
and overnight stay.

Day 4  | 21 JULY 
Breakfast, transfer to Florence  airport and end of our services.

Itinerary

€ 3,070 per person in single room

€ 1.752 per person in double room
€ 1.436 per person in triple room

Package  3

Hotel Cellai 4*
poltroncina sector
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5 stars package - Executive Sector:

Penalty at the time of confirmation: € 1.323,00 per person

100% penalty in case of cancellation between 65 and 0 days of arrival

4 stars package - Executive Sector: 

Penalty at the time of confirmation € 1.323,00 per person

100% penalty in case of cancellation between 45 and 0 days of arrival
4 stars package - Poltroncina Sectior:

Penalty at the time of confirmation € 423,00 per person

100% penalty in case of cancellation between 45 and 0 days of arrival

Booking subject to availability 

Cancellation Policy:
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Lajatico Volterra
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San Gimignano Siena
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Monteriggioni Firenze
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